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Upgrading and Repairing Networks, Fifth Edition is the definitive guide for anyone with a

network, from home networking enthusiasts to professional network administrators. The book

explains network architectures and protocols using plain English and real-world examples, and

gives valuable insight for fixing network problems. This updated edition includes the latest on

network planning and design, and building a network using wired, wireless, or both

technologies. It covers the latest updates in Windows XP Service Pack 2, as well as Gigabit

Ethernet, virtual LANs, Bluetooth, WAP, security, firewalls, and VPN use.

From the Back CoverEven if you aren't a networking professional, Upgrading and Repairing

Networks explains those tough networking concepts in a way that won't make you reach for a

bottle of aspirin, starting with the fundamentals and working through more advanced concepts.

Now in its fourth edition, this industry classic networking reference gives you real world, in-

depth explanations of confusing networking architectures and protocols, and helps you track

down and repair networking problems that are costing you and/or your company money - right

now. Don't be the only networking professional caught in a network meltdown without a copy of

this trusty tome at your side.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.About the AuthorScott Mueller is the most trusted, authoritative hardware voice in the

industry, whose book Upgrading and Repairing PCs has sold more than 2 million copies. Scott

has taught hardware repair to a host of agencies in the U.S. and foreign governments, and

corporations in the United States, Canada, Australia and Europe.Terry Ogletree is a consultant

who has worked with networked computers since 1980, and with Unix and TCP/IP since 1985.

He has worked with Windows networking tools since their first availability, and occasionally

contributes articles to PC Magazine.Mark Edward Soper has taught computer troubleshooting

to thousands of students since 1992. He has contributed to multiple editions of Upgrading and

Repairing PCs as well as writing Leo Laporte's PC Help Desk, Absolute Beginner's Guide to A

+ Certification, and many more titles.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.Though he didn't do the writing himself, Scott Mueller's involvement in Upgrading and

Repairing Networks is evident in the thoroughness of the book's coverage and the quality with

which documentation has been written and compiled. Like Mueller's highly respected books on

personal computer hardware, this book treats its subject in great depth, acknowledging that

information about older technologies is valuable to the significant numbers of people who still

run those technologies. Pretty much every local area network (LAN) technology from the past

15 years--as well as the most popular internetworking technologies and the emerging wireless

networking protocols--are documented here. Author Terry Ogletree explains how the

technologies work in order to help you figure out where to turn when they're misbehaving. One

difference between this book and the PC hardware book: this one is much less hardware-

centric, focusing instead on software, protocols, and network services.Ogletree relies heavily

on text, and takes time to explain everything from the histories of various protocols to

Microsoft's design goals for Active Directory in Windows 2000 networks. Reading his text is

rewarding, particularly if you have an appropriately networked system nearby with which you

can investigate the features he points out. Operating system coverage is broad--Unix, Linux,

NetWare, and Windows are all covered in turn--though most generic sections (such as those

having to do with protocols) use Windows NT or Windows 2000 in their examples. --David



WallTopics covered: The state of the art in local and wide area networking technology

(emphasis on LANs), and the older technologies that led us here. Physical network design,

protocols, operating systems, and services all get attention.--This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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D. Hunter, “Third Edition rocks!. I read through the second edition like a kid in a candy store. It

had the information I wanted (and needed) to keep up with networking.The Third edition seems

to take it from there and run with it. Wireless and "Blue Tooth" are described in detail (Which

was REALLY helpful), It covers new aspects of network security, upgrading networks,

backbone cabling and all sorts of nifty stuff!The software on the included disk isn't bad (A lot of

the software is trail version, however). The technical information is rather useful as it contains

BIOS error codes, a hard-drive database, and some other nifty stuff. The movies (on

motherboards) were rather informative, though (even for a hardware junkie like me). The guy

doing the video is a little dry, but bear with him, he has a lot of useful things to say!”

zeb3065, “Unbelieveable prices. THis book came in when it should was as the vendor said ti

would be like and I am thoroghly pleased. I would purchase again from this vendor.”

Walter F. Lipski, “Another Fine Addition to Scott Mueller's U & R Series. Excellent work, but too

much for me.”

satisfied buyer, “Five Stars. Excellent as are all Scott Mueller publications”

Mich Shire, “Four Stars. Looks good...can't review it right away...have to read it first”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. I am gearing up to sharp my tools.  Thank you”

Renjith, “Five Stars. very good”

The book by Mark Edward Soper has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 22 people have provided

feedback.
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